
OBSiDiAN RFT® 
 – bioactive matrix

Indications of OBSiDiAN RFT®

Use of Obsidian RFT® is recommended for the following interventions: Extrasphincteric, suprasphincteric,  
transsphincteric or intersphincteric fistulas. Subanodermal fistulas are merely split, if they are located outside the 
sphincter muscle, or cut out (fistulectomy).

Impulses for an optimum healing process
Difference between activated and non-activated thrombocytes

Obsidian RFT® is the world‘s only autologous, bioactive matrix with non-activated thrombocytes. In order to 
release the growth factors, the thrombocytes must first be activated with Thrombin. As soon as contact is  
established, the growth factors become active with an average lifespan of approximately 4 to 24 hours.

In the case of Obsidian RFT® the thrombocytes are embedded and protected in the matrix. Use of  Thrombin is 
dispensed with in the manufacturing process, thereby ensuring that the growth factors are not activated during  
production or immediately on application on the patient. Activation takes place during natural proteolytic absorp-
tion of the matrix over a period of 4 to 7 days, with healing impulses being provided continuously over a defined 
time span.

OBSiDiAN RFT® – Regenerative medicine of the future in coloproctology 

* 100% refilling of the fistula tract
* 7 to 10 times multiplied concentration of non-activated thrombocytes
* High elasticity
* High mechanical strength (25 mg/ml fibrinogen I)
* Applicable in all surgical techniques: open surgery, laparoscopy, endoscopy, robotics
* Immediate polymerisation and application control
* Antibacterial effect
* Completely absorbable
* High user-friendliness
* Patented micro-spray technology
* Co-delivery option

OBSiDiAN RFT® 
– Regenerative Fistula Treatment

Minimally invasive technique for the sustainable  
treatment of complex fistulas

 The Vivostat® system is the first in the world of its type to offer a simple, fully automatic process for producing 
the Obsidian RFT® bioactive matrix. The individual growth factors are decisive for the process of tissue  

regeneration (e.g. soft tissue, connective tissue or vascularisation).The Vivostat® system is used to produce  
platelets with different growth factors, which are embedded in the 100% autologous, bioactive matrix. 120 ml  
of blood yields 5 to 6 ml of the platelet-rich Obsidian RFT® bioactive matrix.

Combining the autologous platelet concentrate with the bioactive matrix generates a carrier substance that ensures  
controlled delivery of growth factors over a period of 5 to 7 days. The bioactive Obsidian RFT® matrix accelerates tissue 
granulation, tissue proliferation and is the perfect medium for complete refilling of the fistula tract. This provides optimum 
prevention of reinfection due to bacteria in the fistula tract.

Furthermore, Obsidian RFT® has an antibacterial, 100% autologous effect and numerous unique properties that provide 
positive support for the healing process.
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Minimally invasive technique for the sustainable treatment of  
complex interventions in fistula surgery 



Vivostat® – das System
 

Das Vivostat®- the system  
system comprises three components: 
1. Processor unit 
2. Applicator unit 
3. Obsidian RFT® single-use set

1. Processor unit (PRO 800)
The processor unit is used to prepare the patient’s 
blood and produce the bioactive RFT® matrix.  

2. Applicator unit (APL 404) 
The applicator unit is used for controlled application of 
Obsidian RFT® matrix inside the fistula tract. The  
co-delivery applicator also facilitates application of  
medicinal products, drugs or stem cells together with 
Obsidian RFT®.

3. Obsidian RFT® –
Straight endoscopic kit 
All common operating techniques in fistula surgery 
can be performed in combination with the Obsidian 
RFT® Straight endoscopic kit.  

 
The patented micro-spray technology comes fully to 
bear, as complete refilling of the fistula tract and its 
interconnections is ensured. The unique co-delivery 
option allows the user to apply an additional subs-
tance (e.g. antibiotics, stem cells) locally, protected in 
the bioactive matrix.

There are numerous co-delivery options with the Vivostat® co-delivery system:  
stem cells (bone marrow stem cells), cells (keratinocytes), medicinal products (antibiotics, chemotherapeutics, pain medi-
cations); the highly efficient co-delivery method can significantly reduce the overall cost of several treatment methods.

OBSiDiAN RFT® – trial results

Effect on HBD-3 expression2

HBD-3 is increased after 72 hours by up to 1000 
times (control/defence against multi-resistant germs).

Effect on HBD-3 expression2

Improved autoimmune defence against multi-resistant 
germs.

Treatment with Obsidian RFT® increases levels of the key protein for wound healing, HBD-3, by 1000 times, 
and improves the defence against multi-resistant germs.

 Clinical trials have substantiated the positive effect on tissue regeneration in wound treatment with the bioactive 
Obsidian RFT® matrix. The key proteins for tissue regeneration and defence against infection, such as HBD-2, 

HBD-3 and Psoriasin, are improved very significantly. This prevents wound infections and creates an optimum en-
vironment for natural tissue regeneration and accelerated wound closure.
 ! Psoriasin is increased by 40 times (wound granulation). 
! HBD-2 is increased by 200 times (infection).
! HBD-3 is increased by up to 1000 times (multi-resistant germs).

 Das Vivostat®-Sytem is the first in the world of its type. It enables fully automatic production of the  
Obsidian RFT® matrix. 

Effect on Psoriasin expression3

Psoriasin, fundamentally responsible for wound 
granulation, is increased by 40 times.

Effect on HBD-2 expression1

HBD-2 is increased by 200 times as an optimum 
infection control and prevention medium.

day of control 0 day of control  10 
day of control   
Obsidian RFT® 10 days 
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